caution
Engineering Data
It is the responsibility of the installer and/or system designer to ensure that these valves are installed in accordance with applicable
and current ANSI B31 standards.

Following, are some safeguards that must be considered prior to installation.

Ease of Operation:

Ball Valves are easier to operate than other types of shut-off valves, when these valves are installed so that there is a possibility
that the handles can be hooked or snagged, appropriate action to prevent accidental or unwanted opening or closing of the valve
must be taken. Vibrations in, through or around the valve can also cause accidental or unwanted opening or closing of the valve.

Pressure Relief:

Determine and provide corrective action against excessive pressure build up in the valve or piping system due to thermal
expansion. Thermal expansion can create extreme pressures well above the working pressure limit of the valve which can cause
leaking or bursting of the valve.

supports:

If you choose to connect a flexible hose or other non-ridged conduit to the valve, the design of such installation must prevent
any “whipping action” that could injure or damage personnel or equipment. Valve must be immobile.

fittings:

Use only those fittings or piping that are compatible with the valves being used to prevent breakage and/or leakage. (As for one
example, it is poor practice and never recommended to use plastic pipe or fittings with metallic valves since thermal expansion,
external forces or other situations can cause breakage or leakage at or near the joint).

pressure/temperature limits:

The maximum working pressure limit of the valve is marked on the valve body. Never exceed this “WOG” rating which is specified
up to 100°F. Temperatures higher than 100°F decrease the maximum working pressure limit. Refer to the appropriate pressure/
temperature chart that is published in the catalog.

Freezing:

Provide means to protect the valve from freezing and bursting when used with liquids.

Fluid Compatibility:

Consider the corrosive, erosive and adhesive effects of fluids on the valve and piping components. It is your responsibility to
ensure that the valve is compatible with the materials(s) used in the system.

Installation:

The use of TFE pipe tape as a sealant is recommended for threaded valves when making joints. Correct lubrication of stainless
steel pipe threads is especially important to prevent thread galling. Do no apply excessive torque when installing the valve.
To prevent distortion or damage to the valve, do not apply torque through the valve. Use proper supports in handling prefabricated sections and in final installation. Always test the system before using.

maintenance:

Do not disassemble the valve while under pressure. Request a maintenance manual before attempting repairs to the valve.

For bronze valves - warning:

This product is made from bronze alloys which contain lead; a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth
defects and other reproductive harm. (Plumber California law requires that this warning be given to the consumer).

lead free:

The wetted surfaces of this product shall contain no more than 0.25% lead by weighted average. Complies with CA
AB1953, VT Act 193, MD HB372, LA HB471 and Federal Public Law 111-380. ANSI 3rd party approved and listed.
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